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Unit 4- Amazing animals 



Items in unit 4:

1. Vocabulary items 
a. Animals

b. Numbers

2. Grammar structures
a. “How many ______ are there?”

b. “There is/ are…”

c. “It is/ They are…”

d. “It has/ They have…”



The RaC book: The Toy Box

Extension of Longman Leap Unit 1- Colourful Toys:

-More toys

-Materials of the toys 

(wooden, metal, plastic, fur)

-Description of toys 

(order of adjectives: i.e. size, colour, texture)



Co-planning



Benefits of Co-planning

-Teachers can discuss the flow of teaching.

- develop pre-reading, while-reading and post-reading tasks

- scaffolding of complicated items

- make sure the transition of lessons are smooth and connected

-Teachers can share ideas about their plans.

- Teachers can brainstorm tasks and a variety of activities 

- Through discussion, teachers can evaluate and improve the ideas



Benefits of Co-planning 

-Teachers can discuss how to tackle with the problems found.

For example:

1. The RaC book was too simple.

→ Develop enrichment and extensions ( adjectives and their order)

2. The ways to increase students’ interaction

→ To make use of small class techniques (card games, interview etc…)



How co-planning helps raise the effectiveness of teaching?

Teachers can pretend to be students and try to do the designed task once to: 

1. practice the use of giving simple and accurate instructions

2. foresee the problems students may encounter

→ explain clearly things students need to pay attention to before they do the task



Teachers trials of the designed task

incomplete sentences

different closing



Questioning



Discussion of the use of HOT questions in class

Try to use a variety of 

questions based on the 

Bloom’s Taxonomy framework.



Examples of HOT questions
(Pre-reading)

Skills covered: 



Examples of HOT questions
(While-reading)

Skills covered: 





Examples of HOT questions
(Post-reading)

Skills covered: 



Lesson Framework





Lesson objectives

By the end of this unit, students should be able to:

1. name the elements of a book (cover, content page, etc.) 

2. name the toy items mentioned in the book

3. group and sort the items based on their features (i.e. size, colour, etc.)

4. state the number of toys

5. describe objects with correct order of adjectives (i.e. size, colour, texture)

6. write a thank you card to show appreciation to others





Lesson one 1. Learn vocabulary items 

(toys and colours from 
textbook)

2. Use “It is” and “They are” to 
describe colours

Activities:
interview, memory game

Self-directed learning:
Watch a video to learn toys items
in the RaC book





Lesson three

1. Read the RaC book

2. Ask questions with “How 

many..?”

Activities:

Reading the RaC book



Teaching of the Cover Page and the Contents Page.



Use of HOT questions to direct students during the reading. 



Lesson four
1. Identify the materials of 

toys

Activities:

Mystery box





Scaffold the lesson to help students understand the order of adjectives.



Lesson six

1. Write description on toys

Activities:

“I wish to have a toy that is…”

activity

Homework:

find a toy for a classmate





Positive Learning





Positive learning

2) Express gratitude 

Write a thank you card to a classmate (choose a toy for him / her). 



Small-class teaching 
techniques



Self-learning





Self-directed learning tasks
2. Watch a pre-task video at home and finish a pre-task worksheet. 

https://youtu.be/IiAC98fReyw





Student Interaction





Student interaction 
2. Experiential learning (Mystery box)

- Students touch and feel in the mystery boxes to learn about different textures/ 
materials

? ?
Is it wooden? metal? plastic? fur?



Student interaction 
2. Experiential learning (Mystery box)



Use of card games







Student interaction 
3. Card games 

Designing of ways to play the game based on purpose

A. recognition

B. memory

C. Competition





















Students are able to find the corresponding 
picture card from the word card.



Level up: This time students need to find 
more cards (3 cars).

















Conclusion

● Summarize the use of co-planning
○ Foresee difficulties 
○ Questioning
○ Trial
○ Develop activities that are authentic and realistic to students

● Summarize the use of small-class teaching techniques
○ Self-directed learning
○ Experiential learning
○ Learning through games



Q&A






